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About This Content

With the new product series OMSI 2 - Download Pack, Halycon Media starts a new series of add-ons for the popular OMSI 2 -
Omnibus-Simulator. In the first part, we provide you with more than 30 different AI vehicles for the existing OMSI maps.

Ranging from small to middle-sized cars, from transporters across ambulances to various kinds of trucks – all in up to 20
different colours. The choice of models corresponds to many vehicle models of famous car manufacturers from all over the

world. There are many models you can see in German traffic every day, but rare vehicles are not missing either in this add-on.

In order to maintain game speed as much as possible despite the addition of more AI vehicles, all 3D models were graphically
optimised and adapted. These vehicles have not been used in any commercial OMSI 2 Map / AddOn so far. They are new

models and variations.

With the OMSI 2 Download Vol. 1 AI Vehicles, maps get a contemporary and realistic look, which makes for traffic exerience
close to real life.
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more than 30 different AI vehicles

corresponding vehicle types of known car manufacturers

modern cars, vans and trucks

vehicles with different repaints/colours

for implementation in existing maps

performance-optimised 3D models

Please note:
Further distribution of the vehicles in the OMSI 2 Download Pack Vol. 1, whether individually or together with free maps, is

not allowed for reasons of copyright.
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-on Downloadpack Vol. 1 - KI-Fahrzeuge
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Halycon Media
Publisher:
Halycon Media
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Win 7

Processor: Dual-Core respectively Core i5 with 2,8 GHz or similar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphic card with at least 1.024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,German
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this...is...AMAZING! You did a great job making this!. Just to start off, I think the Sherman Hill route felt more scenic and
enjoyable that this. I very quickly ran through most of the route and was seemingly accurate (Judging only from Train Maps
Live) but the only thing you really get to see most of the time is the roads\/highways and they are roughly put together (Some
roads going to\/over the crossing aren\u2019t even correct and 1 or 2 crossing(s) have cars that spawn right in front of them and
driving over regardless if the crossing gates are closed). All scenarios function correctly, the driver cabs, train exterior and
passenger view look good and sounds are quality. Now getting the biggest bundle for this route (Giving me 3 more trains with 3
scenarios each) did give me more to do, but it didn\u2019t feel completely worth getting the extra DLC cause the only thing
i\u2019ve sort of found \u201cworth\u201d is the P42DC Amtrak loco\/cars you get with this. In the end even though it\u2019s
Miami and the map has some good effort but the scenarios make it feel bland to me (Even the \u201cFlorida Storm\u201d
scenario isn\u2019t to eventful\u2026 it just rains for a while causing no dilemmas which isn\u2019t what I expected from the
first time playing it).. Top notch Touhou action that combines hack'n slash and danmaku\/bullet hell action.
This game looks great(thanks to the great artstyle and detail character sprites and backgrounds),plays great(thanks to the
smooth,responsive controls and the huge amount of stylish attacks and abilities that you can unlock during the course of the
game) and true to the tradition of Touhou it's boss fights are truly memorable.. my god, this game is annoying. starting from the
interface that you have to trudge through like a mire, and ending with the puzzles. i guess i can commend the devs on coming up
with what looked like marginally original mechanics, but the puzzles themselves are extremely boring. most of them need very
little strategy and are just about coming up with a sequence of actions that does the job (which inevitably gets frustrating at a
certain point). just coming from the excellent "baba is you", i felt like that was a massive chore. even the stories are absolutely
forgettable and bland. yes, they are all "dark", but only the first one has a semi-interesting twist in it. the rest are banal
chich\u00e9s about how things can go wrong. they even crammed some obligatory sjw into the last one, but as much as it
usually annoys me, in this game it was the least of my worries.. I've played the game for 15 hours so far and I still haven't even
finished the first row of missions. Maybe I'm just being thorough, but for a game that's less than 50 MB in size, I think it's
surprisingly involved.. A Difficult but enjoyable indie shmup. Hope more people play it in the future.. Good CCG type game,
with an interesting and rather tactical fighting system, not you must assemble the best deck you can to suit your playing style,
but you've got to optimize it while playing whatever cards you've got at a given moment to fight.

Cute monster girls, sexy erotica scenes and actions on the side, good tactical gameplay, interesting card game. There is just card
battles and erotica 'girl rubbing' assembled with a minimal story, it does just that, but it's good at what it does.

Definitely recommended.
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Fun game with difficult puzzles at the end where you need to use your brain.
Magical sounds and great graphics.
Over my expectations!
Sweet cows! Moo Moo! <3. If you can' find the skins after reinstalling, for example. They are in the game, you have to change
her skin in the settings in the main menu. That is the only way to access them!. so me and my grandpa used to play this game's
free demo back in the day and it was always fun to do granted you could only play the first level. its a great game, its probably
harder on medium difficulty than COD is on its hardest difficulty. slay cong in this old school vietnam fps. game features
memorable characters and has neat features like letters sent back home during the war and footage and famous quotes from the
war. also a toaster could run this game on max settings

TL;DR: great gameplay and awesome plot, worth the money. This game is far superior than anything I have ever played. The
story is absolutely heart wrenching and has a climax worth dying for. The characters are real and believable, the graphics are
outstanding and the gameplay is just outstanding and next generation, if you have the $2 pick this up, you wont be dissapointed..
I didn't get this game at first when I heard that it only used locomotion to move around but once I heard they added teleportation
I decided to buy it and ended up enjoying the game quite a lot. Great to see these guys listening to the criticisms.
. This is awful.

No visible projectiles (or impacts) for weapons
You literally do the same thing over and over
You can either be a chicken or a snail
There are no enemies other than chickens or snails
. Best Game for 8 year old xD. Fun non-bullet hell shmup. Lots of things to unlock, good weapons and achievements.

I especially like how all the hud information is clear of the gameplay screen and instead put on the sides. I wish more vertical
shmups would do the same.. In its basic form this is a Money management game
Worth it for small amounts of money and amusements
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